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“Vandals Demolish historic headstones” 

Vandals caused more than $300, 000 of damage as they smashed historic gravestones in 
Waikumete Cemetery.  Neighbours told police that large numbers of young people entered the 
site late on Saturday night.  Iron railings from old graves were used to smash headstones and 
some beyond repair! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rosemary.mcleod@star-times.co.nz  wrote It’s hard to see the appeal in desecrating graves, or 
any glory in it. I guess it’s anger and plain mischief that causes it--but against what? 

Whatever the reason, it is hurtful: not to the dead, who don’t know you did it, but to everyone 
who has been bereaved.  

Why hurt old cemeteries, where the pain of loss has long faded? I like their quiet and the stories 
on faded grave inscriptions. 

Summer- now- is the time to walk through such cemeteries where with luck there’ll be wild roses, 
bird calls, self sown flowers from vanished gardens, long grass with full seedheads, a gravestone 
or two with carved marble angels, and Biblical texts that admonish the beholder, or point to 
higher thoughts. 

I have edited her article, and it details other grave desecration in the South Island and other 
countries. We tend graves to conserve them. Natural decay can be accepted, we want to prolong 
their beauty so Rosemary’s sentiments continue to happen. 
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Conservation and repairing in Old 
cemeteries. 

Top marks to how this family repaired this 
damaged grave 

January  grave tidying 

Tuesday 11 January  2011 

6pm onwards 

Meet by chapel to tidy graves, 

talk,  enjoy the evening cool. 
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Opening of the Chapel of Faith in the Oaks, October 5 2010 



Please register your interest with us.! 
Phone or Email noeline_erceg@xtra.co.nz 

Phone or Email colleen.ducker@xtra.co.nz 
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We congratulate Matthew Gray for 
the publishing of his book: Tales 
From the Crypt. Bewitching 
stories from the cemeteries of 
West Auckland. 

 If interested in obtaining a copy, 
please go to the website 

www.rersourcebooks.co.nz 
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Our December walk, taken by Matthew Gray 

The Friends of Waikumete wish everyone a 

Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year 

Please Support the 125 years event  

March  19 2011 

Chapel Of Faith in the Oaks 
The chapel opening was held on a very beautiful spring morning. 

Bagpipes led us to the chapel, where ministers from many 

denominations gave a blessing. Of personal importance to the Friends 

was when a plaque  to honour  The late Mary Gilligan was unveiled. 

This was one of  Mayor Bob Harvey’s last official  tasks before  the 

new Auckland City came into being. Councillor Janet Clew s spoke  

and councillor Judy Lawley presented  a painting of the chapel by Ray 

Blomfield, to the council. Doves were released and Refreshments were 

served in a marquee. 
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Commemorate the first burial 
in Waikumete Cemetery 

125 YEARS 
Saturday 19th March 2011 

 
Experience the moment,  
the history, the charm, 

The stories of New Zealand’s  
largest cemetery. 

Today is tomorrow’s history! 

 
Register your interest!  
Put this in your Diary 

 
Contact: 
Gary Marshall  09-818-5707 
Colleen Ducker  09- 813-4104 
Noeline Erceg  09-838-5429 
P.O Box 20109 Glen Eden 

Friends of Waikumete Inc. 


